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We demonstrate that small quantum memories, realized via quantum error correction in multiqubit
devices, can benefit substantially by choosing a quantum code that is tailored to the relevant error model of
the system. For a biased noise model, with independent bit and phase flips occurring at different rates, we
show that a single code greatly outperforms the well-studied Steane code across the full range of parameters
of the noise model, including for unbiased noise. In fact, this tailored code performs almost optimally when
compared with 10 000 randomly selected stabilizer codes of comparable experimental complexity. Tailored
codes can even outperform the Steane code with realistic experimental noise, and without any increase in
the experimental complexity, as we demonstrate by comparison in the observed error model in a recent
seven-qubit trapped ion experiment.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.8.064004
I. INTRODUCTION
Complete control over small-scale quantum devices has
now been demonstrated in a number of physical systems.
Both trapped ions and superconducting qubits have shown
single- and two-qubit gate operations with high fidelity on
systems with fewer than ten qubits [1–5]; many other
architectures show promise for this capability in the near
future. With such systems, the basic operations of quantum
error correction have been demonstrated on quantum codes
consisting of three to seven qubits [2,3,6–9], including the
seven-qubit Steane code that is often studied in quantum
computing architectures [1].
A central goal of such experiments is to demonstrate that
quantum error correction can be of net benefit, i.e., it can
yield a logical error rate that is lower than the bare physical
error rate. Achieving this goal is a challenge, in part
because the commonly used quantum codes are not always
well suited for the task. Many quantum codes—large and
small—as well as their decoders are optimized for perfor-
mance under noise models that are rarely exhibited in
practice. The standard noise model for studying quantum
error-correcting codes and fault-tolerant circuits is for
stochastic single-qubit Pauli X, Y, and Z errors to occur
with equal probability, i.e., a uniform single-qubit depo-
larization channel, independently on all qubits. While this
noise model has a theoretical simplicity, it is not represen-
tative of what is seen in experiments. For example, in
trapped ions [1], quantum dots [10], certain variants of
superconducting qubits [11], and other qubits defined by
nondegenerate energy levels with a Hamiltonian propor-
tional to Z, the noise model is generically described by a
dephasing (Z-error) rate that is much greater than the rates
for relaxation and other non-energy-preserving errors.
Correlated errors and non-Markovian noise are also perva-
sive in real devices [12–14].
These experiments raise several questions in the theory
of quantum error correction. In particular, as many of these
experimental demonstrations show evidence of error mod-
els beyond the simplistic paradigm generally used to
compare error-correcting codes, we may ask if it is possible
to identify better choices of codes for these more general
error models. Moreover, it is important to assess whether a
given error-correcting code and decoder are specific to a
particular error model, or if they work well across a range
of physical models. Finally, we must be able to intelligently
trade off between error-correcting performance for realistic
error models and other experimental design concerns, such
as minimizing the complexity of performing syndrome
measurements (quantified, say, by the weight of stabilizer
group generators).
In this work, we address all of these concerns and show
that several current and near-future experiments will benefit
significantly by tailoring small codes and their decoders
for a more realistic noise model. We focus on two noise
models: the first is a simple uncorrelated noise model with
bias, and the second is based on the ion-trap qubit experi-
ments of Nigg et al. [1], where the noise is both signifi-
cantly biased towards dephasing and exhibits correlations.
We note that our results are widely applicable, as the Nigg
et al. [1] error model serves as a representative example for
similar reasoning in other experiments. We study a class of
seven-qubit stabilizer codes that require identical resources
to the commonly used Steane code: all of the syndrome
measurements require measuring at most four-body oper-
ators. We find that a simple tailored code outperforms the
Steane code across the entire range of bias parameters when
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used with the optimal decoder. We perform a case study of
this tailored code for the trapped ion qubit experiment
of Nigg et al. [1] and compare the performance of the
tailored code, the seven-qubit Steane code, and the best
stabilizer code selected from a set of 10 000 randomly
generated codes (subject to the weight constraint above).
We show that the tailored code can substantially outper-
form the Steane code under the observed error model of this
experiment, under certain assumptions about the frequency
of multiqubit errors. Furthermore, we show that there is
still scope for substantial additional improvement using the
random codes, despite them having no additional complex-
ity in their experimental implementation.
II. DECODERS
Quantum information can be protected from errors by
encoding into a larger system, and using carefully chosen
measurements to identify when and where errors have
occurred [15]. We restrict our consideration to stabilizer
codes [16], where the logical subspace is defined as the
joint þ1 eigenspace of a set of commuting Pauli operators
called the stabilizers. If an error occurs, it will typically not
commute with one or more of these stabilizers, and so will
flip their values. Measuring the stabilizers yields a set of
error syndromes, which is a list of those stabilizers that
return the value −1. Moreover, this syndrome measurement
projects the noise into an eigenstate of the stabilizer
operators, thus discretizing the noise and allowing for
digital error correction.
A decoder then attempts to identify the error by using the
information inferred from the set of error syndromes.
Specifically, a decoder functions by identifying the most
probable error given a set of observed syndromes. This
identification clearly depends on the a priori information
available to the decoder regarding the underlying error
model. Considering different error models, then, can lead to
different decoders even for the same quantum code.
For a given quantum code, the noise model determines
the rate for various errors, some of which are correctable
and some are not. Each error results in a set of syndromes,
and the decoder uses this syndrome information to deter-
mine the most likely error and correction. With this
information, we can calculate the rate at which an optimal
decoder fails to recover the correct logical state. A common
notion of the optimal decoder is the maximum likelihood
decoder. It maximizes the a posteriori probability of a
given logical error conditioned on an observed syndrome,
and this is the notion of optimal that we adopt. Throughout
this paper, we perform a brute-force numerical search for
the optimal decoding operation over all possible recovery
operations. As our focus is on small codes, this numerical
approach is tractable.
Consider the case of a biased Pauli error model [11,
17–19], which will serve as our primary example. In this
error model, independent Pauli X and Z errors occur at
different rates, rx and rz, respectively. The probability of an
X error is therefore px ¼ rxð1 − rzÞ and for a Z error,
pz ¼ rzð1 − rxÞ. A Y error occurs with probability
py ¼ rxrz. We define the total error probability p to be
the probability of any of X, Y, or Z occurring,
p ¼ px þ py þ pz. We assume px ≤ pz, that is, that Z
errors occur more often than X errors, and we define the
bias to be η ¼ pz=px. Note that there is not a unique
convention for defining bias in the literature. We follow the
definition of Webster et al. [18] rather than Aliferis and
Preskill [17] and Aliferis et al. [11] since we are not
considering explicit fault-tolerant gates. For more complex
noise models such as for coherent noise, the notion of error
rate becomes more ambiguous, but it is well defined for our
stochastic noise model. The most useful parametrization of
our error channel is by the total error rate p together with
the bias η rather than the individual X and Z error
probabilities px and pz or the bare error rates rx and rz.
However, all of these parametrizations are equivalent. By
logical error rate, we mean the probability that any logical
error has occurred.
A simple sketch illustrates how adapting a code and
decoder to a biased noise channel can offer lower logical
error rates. Suppose two errors, X and ZZ, have the same
syndrome, but lie in different logical classes. In an unbiased
model (η ¼ 1), X is the more likely error since it has a lower
weight. In a sufficiently biased regime, however, ZZ will
become more likely. Supposing further that contributions
from other errors are negligible, a code that can correct two-
qubit ZZ errors and a decoder that is adapted to this channel
bias will outperform the original code and decoder that is
used for the unbiased noise. What is perhaps surprising is
that this approach can lead to significant improvements
even for small codes, as our results demonstrate.
III. TAILORED CODES
Our goal is to tailor a code and decoder to a specific error
model on a fixed number of qubits to minimize the logical
error rate. As our focus is on small, physically realizable
quantum memories, we need to impose some additional
constraints. We want the syndrome to be easy to measure,
so we restrict to stabilizer codes having generators of
weight at most four. This facilitates a direct comparison to
Steane’s code [20], defined by the stabilizer generators
X I X I X I X;
I X X I I X X;
I I I X X X X;
þ ðX → ZÞ: ð1Þ
Furthermore, we require that our code can correct at least
one arbitrary quantum error, so we restrict to codes with a
distance of at least three. Since we focus on memories only,
and not fault-tolerant quantum computation, we are not
concerned with the number of transversal gates that the
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code can implement; it is here that our codes may be
inferior to Steane’s code.
What is the best stabilizer code for the biased Pauli error
model? It seems unlikely that there is a single optimal code
for all choices of bias. However,wehave found that a specific
seven-qubit cyclic stabilizer code performs nearly optimally
for any bias. The code is defined by the stabilizers
XZIZXII;þ cyclic: ð2Þ
This cyclic code has connections to a range of other
commonly used stabilizer codes. First, its stabilizers are a
simple generalization of those of the perfect five-qubit
stabilizer code (XZIZX þ cyclic) to seven qubits, by pad-
ding with identity operators. In addition, this seven-qubit
code, like the five-qubit code, are the smallest toric codes
defined on a toroidal lattice with shifted periodic boundary
conditions (specifically, they are equivalent to toric codes
following the variation detailed by Wen [21]). Third, they
relate to a well-known quantum convolutional code [22], but
with periodic boundary conditions.
Using a biased Pauli error model, we compare this seven-
qubit cyclic code of Eq. (2) to the Steane code (the smallest
instance of a two-dimensional color code [23]). We also
compare against the best code using an optimal decoder
among a randomly chosen sample of 10 000 stabilizer
codes obeying our restrictions of having generators with a
weight of at most four and a distance of at least three,
referred to as the best random code.
Remarkably, our tailored seven-qubit code outperforms
the Steane code against a biased Pauli error model for all
values of bias and total physical error rate, as shown in
Fig. 1, including the case when there is no bias. While the
best random code outperforms both, as required, we note
that we have reidentified the best random code for each
value of bias. We emphasize that the fixed tailored code
performs well over the entire range, and is indeed quite
close in performance to the best random code for each
parameter value. This performance is for a maximum
likelihood decoder that depends on the error model; that
is, the decoder varies as a function of bias. A specific choice
of decoder that is independent of the channel parameters
can still be optimal over a range of noise parameters,
of course. Because there is some degree of insensitivity in
the decoder behavior when the channel parameters are
changed, we do not require precise knowledge of the
channel parameters to achieve near-optimal performance.
This can also be exploited by making use of adaptive
decoders, as has been investigated in Refs. [24–26], to learn
the optimal choice of decoding function from observed
syndrome measurements.
As noted above, the seven-qubit cyclic code of Eq. (2) is
a small instance of a variant of the toric code, and as such is
part of a family of high-threshold codes up to an arbitrary
size. Avery recent result demonstrates that such a family of
topological codes, tailored appropriately, can maintain its
exceptional performance across all values of bias [19],
consistent with the results shown here.
IV. NOISE MODELS FOR TRAPPED
ION QUBITS
To demonstrate the utility of tailoring codes in
practical situations, we now present a case study of tailored
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. (a) The probability of a logical error for different seven-qubit stabilizer codes under a biased Pauli error model as the bias is
varied for two choices of physical error rate, p ¼ 0.01 and 0.001. The blue line and green line denote the performance of the Steane code
and the cyclic code of Eq. (2), respectively. The red shows the performance of the best identified random code for that error rate. (b) The
probability of a logical error for different seven-qubit stabilizer codes under a biased Pauli error model as a function of p for two values
of the bias.
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seven-qubit codes for a noise model obtained from the
Innsbruck ion-trap experiment [1]. We use the results of
two-qubit process tomography of the “identity channel”
(i.e., no gate operations) performed in this experiment for
various waiting times ranging τ from 0 to 120 ms. From
these data, we reconstruct the two-qubit noisy error channel
for each time. Our channel reconstruction for the shortest
waiting time τ ¼ 0 is shown in Fig. (2a).
The two-qubit tomography data only give partial infor-
mation about the noise model for a seven-qubit device,
and we must extrapolate the error model in some way.
Given the tomographic estimate Λˆ of the error channel at
each time, we first approximate the channel using the Pauli
twirl, E ¼PP∈PPΛˆP†, where P is the two-qubit Pauli
group. Though in some important cases the Pauli-twirling
approximation leads to underestimates of the total error
rates [28] and pseudothresholds [29], we are only using the
twirled channels to derive plausible noise distributions.
Let Eij be the action of E on a pair of qubits i, j. We
consider three alternative extrapolations of Eij to the full
seven-qubit register:
(i) Convex.—The noise model is a convex combination
of the two-qubit channel on a pair of the seven
qubits, with the identity on all others, sampled
uniformly over all choice of neighboring pairs on
a line, i.e., EC ¼ 16
P
6
j¼1 Ej;jþ1.
(ii) Convex product.—The noise model is a convex
combination of the two-qubit channel acting inde-
pendently on even or on odd pairs, i.e., ECP ¼
1
2
E12E34E56 þ 12 E23E45E67.
(iii) Product.—The noise model is a product of the
two-qubit channel on all neighboring pairs on a line,
i.e., Ep ¼
Q
6
j¼1 Ej;jþ1, where the product is unam-
biguous because the channels are Pauli channels and
hence commute. We note that the convex extrapola-
tion likely underestimates the noise occurring in a
seven-qubit experiment, and the product extrapola-
tion likely overestimates it; the convex-product
extrapolation represents a level of noise that is in
between these two extremes. We also note that these
extrapolations differ substantially in the frequency of
high-weight errors. The convex extrapolation con-
tains only single- and two-qubit errors; the other
two contain higher-weight errors and, in particular,
the product extrapolation has a very substantial
high-weight error rate. As our tailored code has been
selected based only on consideration of the low-
weight errors of the biased Pauli error model, we
expect its relative performance to vary considerably
depending on the choice of extrapolation. The
details of our tomographic reconstruction imple-
mentation and of our extrapolations onto the full
seven-qubit register are provided in the Supplemental
(a) (b)
FIG. 2. (a) The superoperator representation, in the Pauli basis, of the channel estimated from process tomography data collected from
the Innsbruck experiment. The tomography experiment consists of preparing and then immediately measuring a state (that is, a wait time
of τ ¼ 0), as described in the Supplemental Material [27]. This Hinton diagram depicts each positive (negative) matrix element by a
white (black) square, where the size of each square indicates the relative magnitude of the respective matrix elements. The presence of
non-negligible off-diagonal elements, such as ðXY; XXÞ, indicates that the estimated channel cannot be entirely explained as a convex
combination of the action of Pauli operators. The first row and column indicate that the estimated channel is trace preserving, but not
unital. (b) The probability of a logical error following the application of a recovery operation for the Innsbruck tomography data
compared to the time over which the state is left to decohere. These data include a high rate of correlated two-qubit Z errors. This figure
demonstrates that the use of a tailored stabilizer code with an optimal decoding that corrects for two qubit Z errors greatly exceeds the
correction ability of an optimally decoded Steane code.
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Material [27] as a JUPYTER NOTEBOOK [30]. We
perform our reconstruction and extrapolation using
QuTiP 4.1.0 [31], PICOS 1.1.2 [32], and CVXOPT 1.1.9 [33]
running on Python 2.7.12 as provided by the Anaconda
distribution.
We compare the performance of the Steane code, the
cyclic stabilizer code, and the best random code using
the above three extrapolated seven-qubit noise models.
The performance of the codes is shown in Eq. (2b). First,
we see that for a noise model with only single- and two-
qubit errors (the convex extrapolation), the cyclic code
always outperforms the Steane code. This performance is
as expected, as the code is tailored to such errors. When
high-weight errors dominate (as in the product extrapo-
lation), the Steane code outperforms the cyclic code and
in fact performs at a level comparable to the best selected
random code. However, the overall logical noise rates for
this channel (at more than 0.5) are unrealistically large
and suggest that this model is a poor extrapolation of the
two-qubit data. For the intermediate convex-product
extrapolated noise model, the Steane code and the cyclic
code are very comparable in performance. Although the
performance of the cyclic code from Eq. (2) varies greatly
for these channels, we nonetheless clearly see the utility
of tailoring the code for the specific observed error
model. The full details of our comparison are provided
in the Supplemental Material as a MATLAB R2016b
implementation [27].
V. DISCUSSION
We show the potential benefits for near-term experimen-
tal demonstrations of a quantum memory that are available
by tailoring the choice of quantum code to the relevant error
model. More generally, tailored codes can be found by
searching over random codes, subject to desirable con-
straints such as having low-weight stabilizers. In particular,
one can expect an immediate gain in the performance of
these quantum memories with no additional cost in
experimental complexity if the search constraints are
designed appropriately. For example, the seven-qubit
quantum error correction demonstration in the ion-trap
experiment of Nigg et al. [1] is predicted to reduce the
logical error rate in half with the seven-qubit cyclic code
presented here, compared with the Steane code, provided
that the frequency of high-weight errors is sufficiently low.
(Note that, if the correlated error rate is significant, then a
natural tailored code may be that studied by Li et al. [34].)
The particular advantage we have demonstrated can be
understood as the result of balancing the way that the
syndromes respond to the dominant source of errors. This is
actually a very general approach, and it is possible that
simple gains could be made simple by changing stabilizers
in known codes using local gates, or by using equivalent
codes that have been tailored to the noise bias, as in the
work of Tuckett et al. [19]. This analysis also motivates
further research on methods to determine the relevant error
model for experiments, in particular, in identifying corre-
lated multiqubit error rates. Another class of experimentally
relevant errors are coherent (or unitary) errors, and it would
be worthwhile to determine if codes can be tailored for
particular coherent error models. Finally, another avenue
for further work using this approach would be to incor-
porate aspects of fault tolerance such as the presence of
specific transversal gates. Such gates may be included as a
constraint in the numerical search over random codes.
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